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Welcome to the Houghton-le-Spring ARC
newsletter for May 2017,

second draws on April 18th were won by
Peter 2E0HNJ and someone in the Bar,

Club Meetings
A great start April at the club, good
attendance from club members and we
even had a visit from Tom M0HYE’s
Brother Wally, After Tom showed him his
shack he is now interested in getting his
license, he is going to pursue it down in
Milton Keynes where he lives, he visited a
few clubs in the area during his stay up in
the north east and is going to visit clubs
down in Milton Keynes.
Tuesday 11th we had a visit from Ronnie
M6WHE, as he likes building electronics
projects he took an interest in the AM/FM
radio Scott, Ian and Phil were building, Ian
M0RZE had a spare AM/FM radio project
so Ronnie took it away and he is going to
have a go building it at the WEARS one
Monday night, it will be good to see
another one completed.
Morse Practice had taken a back seat for a
couple of weeks with work going on with
the AM/FM radio project, but got back on
track on the 19th with Ray M6RNQ sending
some CW for the lads to decode.

GB2RS News • Radio Wordsearch
News on the 16•th April was read by Ian
G7MFN on 145.525mhz
•
Before the Roundup on 145.475mhz Ian
asked Ian M0RZE for more information on
the Houghton ARC rally in July, Ian gave
Ian the details, (details can be found at
the bottom of this newsletter)

•

Meat Draw
Every other week our Chairman Ken
M6ELL buys 2 meat packs which are
raffled at the club meetings, tickets are
sold to club members and other people in
the Bar and all money made goes into club
funds,
First meet draw on April 4th was won by
George M5GHT and John M6RZE, the

RAFARS Net
Also before the roundup Ian G7MFN
asked Lisa M0BQD for more info on the
RAFARS net that she controls on a Sunday
morning, this net takes place on
145.350mhz at 10am, the number of
people calling in is dwindling, the net is
open to everyone and welcomes new and
regular members so if you hear them on
give them a call,
Club members on the round up:
Paul M6PQD
Ian M0RZE
Tom M0HYE
Scott M0MCN
Barry G0SCI
More Morse Key Restoration
This time it was George G4RNI, there was
an intermittent fault, George diagnosed
the fault and took it home to work his
magic, so that will be another Morse key
ready for action
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completed project to which we copied, we
didn’t expect to get this far with the
project that night
• so we didn’t bring any
batteries, so we• borrowed
some from the
Radio Wordsearch
British Legion’s •TV Remote to give it a
quick try, and it•was a quick try as
someone wanted to turn the TV over in
the Bar, with the aerials still to attach we
didn’t get any sound from it but it lights
up and crackles so it’s a good start,
AM/FM Radio Project
Ian M0RZE has been on eBay again and
bought a couple of AM/FM Radio kits,
these came with the blank PCB, a bag of
components and the case,

Scott M0MCN got the task of building,
with the instructions all being in Chinese
he had to read the values on the
components and find the location on the
PCB, this was easier than it sounds. After
all parts were soldered including the
surface mount IC!! which was a bit of a
task using the clubs Iron and solder which
was thicker than the component legs Hi.
We don’t usually solder SMT components,
we couldn’t see where the power cables
should be soldered on the PCB so a quick
look on google found a photo of a

As the initial signs were good Scott, Ian
and Phil got the last few bits of the project
finished and put into the case, inserted
the batteries, switched it on and after a
little tuning it burst into life with the
Sounds of Rod Stewart, so it was a
successful project.
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Blackpool Rally 9/4/17
•
•
•
•

Next project on the cards is a little 1w
audio amplifier so watch this space…
Pete’s Plaque Update
Phil 2E0DLA, Ken M6ELL and Tom M0HYE
have done a cracking job sourcing a
memorial plaque for Peter M6MOB we
just now need to arrange for it to be
mounted at the Shildon Railway
Museum

I think everyone will agree how good this
is a fitting gesture for Peter.

Radio Wordsearch

The Blackpool rally is held every year at
the Norbreck Castle hotel, normally the
same weekend as the Grand National,
which always makes the talk in
entertaining with all the coaches leaving
the carpark.
It was great start to the day, the weather
was glorious unlike previous years where
there was snow on the A66 and
surrounding moors and another year
where the rain on the seafront was
blowing horizontal. At the rally there was
the usual suspects from the Houghton
Club, Ian M0RZE, Ernie M5ERN and
George M5GHT they have attended the
Blackpool Rally since 1999 and always
made weekend of It. Arriving Saturday
morning and staying overnight at the
Langwood Hotel Many things have
happened in all of these years, but the
best one or some would think the worst
one was when George and Ernie both
took a tumble down a very steep set of
stairs at their digs. Apart from a few aches
and scratches no great harm came to
them just a dent in their pride. It could
have had something to do with the drink
Hi.. Ernie always likes everyone to know
he can eat very hot curries this year was
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no different however the chief actually
made one that was too hot for both Ernie,
and George came out in sympathy and left
some. To cool down they retreated to the
bar and spent the night in there. they had
a good night said Ian the carer, however
George decided to have a nose bleed
which was quite severe, as always the
hotel owner Smilie made fun of George
asking everyone if they wanted Georges
Fresh Black pudding on their breakfast the
next morning. Also found in the Langwood
Bar on Saturday Afternoon were another
3 wise men from the Durham and District
ARS who were captured on the camera.

Left to right Michael G7TWX, Ray G0VLF
and Gary G7VIL
Another good year had by all. Looking
forward to the next one said Ian M0RZE.
Although the queue to get in was weaving
through the carpark, everyone was in still
in high spirits as it was a nice day, it didn’t
take long for everyone to get in,
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Radio Wordsearch

It seemed unusually quiet inside, there
was a good number of stalls in the hall but
still a few empty tables, Club member Ian
M0IOD (Really Good Radios) was there
with his stall and looked quite busy every
time I walked past.

There was a good variation of items for
sale from the latest radios to old second
hand bits which is always good to have a
rummage about in , I managed to get a
few bits and bobs including a second hand
80M ampro mobile whip and a straight
dipole center for 3/8 aerials which I will be
using for an 80m Dipole, a couple of boot
mounts which I now need to make some
cables up for, and I bought the obligatory
PL259s. There was a great turnout from
North East Clubs, always good to see
familiar faces.
Scott M0MCN
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“You only get what you pay for!”
Right?
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quality comes the Avair, right? Well, in a
word, NO!
Looking at photo
• 02
•
•
•

Radio Wordsearch

Err, not always!
Take a look at photo 01 of three aerial
switches, or antenna switches as we like
to call them nowadays.

At the top we have an Avair SW3M. It
switches either 3 aerials to one rig or 3
rigs to one aerial. Type SO239 or “M” type
to give them their official, abbreviated
name. It costs about £50.
At the left we have a Watson CX-SW3N. It
does a similar job to the Avair but has Ntype connectors. N type are much better
at VHF and above as they are actually 50
Ohm, unlike SO239’s which are not any
specific impedance and really only suited
to frequencies below 30 MHz! It costs
about £60.
On the right, we have a Diamond CX310
marked “for professional use”. It also
features N-type connectors and costs
about £90.
So the best of the lot is the Diamond,
followed by the Watson then last in

we can see inside the three switches. Both
the Avair and the Watson seem to have
more stuff in them than the Diamond. A
closer look at photo 03 shows they have
grounding straps which short out the
unused ports to ground. This is ideal in
a situation where you have three radios
using one aerial as it helps protect the
radios you aren’t using from being
overloaded by the one you are, when you
transmit. It’s also handy if using three
aerials, say a vertical omni, a horizontal
beam and a vertical beam. It will help
prevent breakthrough of unwanted RF
from the aerials you’re not using into your
RX front end. Finally, grounding the
unused aerials means virtually zero risk of
any static built up on the aerial using your
rig as a handy path to ground and killing
your front end.
So, for pure quality, the Watson at £60 is
best.
One word of warning though: If you use
the two earthing switches and you have a
mast head pre-amp (eg for moonbounce)
it’s often the case that the DC for your
mast head pre-amp is fed “ghost fashion”
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up the coax from your rig. A lot of Icom
radios do this. Or, if you have an external
ATU at the feedpoint of the aerial itself
(which is really the only place an ATU
should ever be) you probably feed the DC
ghost fashion to that, too. In either of
these cases a grounding position on the
switch could damage your rig or ATU
power supply.
So you see, you don’t always get what you
think you are paying for.
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setup and are equipped to deal with any
weather (which is useful in this area hi..),
Lee 2E0DZC had• his portable Ariel setup
next to his tent,• consisting
of a 10m roach
Radio Wordsearch
pole with a 9:1 •unun
•

George G4RNI
S.T.A.R.S event at Souter Lighthouse

The South Tyneside ARS held a special
even at Souter Lighthouse over the
weekend of 21-23rd April for the Marconi
weekend, they use the callsign GB2SJ, this
is a permanent callsign for S.T.A.R.S use at
the lighthouse, named after a beacon that
used to be used there which was called SJ,
it is a great location for radio being right
next to the Sea and having the 2m aerial
attached to the top of the lighthouse and
the G5RV between the lighthouse and Fog
Horn they have 2 radio tents the main
tent has the HF radios setup and a smaller
tent for VHF they have been doing these
events for a long time and have a great

Ernie M5ERN who is also a member of
S.T.A.R.S was there bright and early
Saturday morning with his homemade
marmalade which went down very well,
before I left there was various stations
coming into the event on 2m,

These events are always good and well
worth a visit, everyone is made welcome
so keep an eye out on their website for
future events, or if you can’t get there in
person be sure to listen out for them on
the radio and give them a call. For more
information on the club and future events
check out their website
www.starsradioclub.co.uk/
Scott M0MCN
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be allocated on a first come first served
basis.
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CAPACITOR
CIRCUIT
CRYSTAL
DIODE
FUSE
PCB
POTENTIOMETER
RECTIFIER
RESISTOR
SWITCH
TRANSFORMER
TRANSISTOR
ZENER
And again, there is a missing word,
can you find it?
Answer to Aprils missing word was:
WEATHERSTATION

Houghton Le Spring ARC FREE Amateur
Radio Rally
Houghton Le Spring Amateur Radio Club
are holding their first Rally on Saturday
July 1st 2017.
Doors open to the public at 10.30 And
vacating by 3pm, The Rally is open to
trade, Clubs and private Sellers /
Exhibitors, Table space is limited and will

The Rally will be• held in The Dubmire
• Radio
Royal British Legion
Club,Wordsearch
Britannia
•
Terrace, Fencehouses DH4 6LJ which is
•
located in-between
Durham and
Sunderland.
Chairman of the Club Ken M6ELL and
members of HARC wish to invite you all to
what to what is thought to be the UK’s
first COMPLETELY FEE FREE RALLY. There
will be NO CHARGE for sellers and of
course FREE ENTRANCE.
Tea & Coffee will be available and a
licensed bar from 11:00 AM, Donations
would be welcomed and donated in their
entirety to The Dubmire Royal British
Legion Club.
Would anyone wishing to book Table
Selling / Exhibiting space please contact
our Chairman Ken M6ELL by email
m6ellken@aol.com. or by Telephone on
07951 460290
or by Facebook at Houghton Amateur
Radio Club Events page Inbox.
Further details and updates will be
announced in Radcom and the RSGB News
in due course.
We look forward to your support and
seeing you all there.
And Finally, Thanks for reading the newsletter for
May 2017 from Houghton-le-Spring ARC, and if
there is any radio related content from the club
email details to Scott on email
M0MCN@yahoo.co.uk

